We consider the class of locally boost isotropic spacetimes in arbitrary dimension. For any spacetime with boost isotropy, the corresponding curvature tensor and all of its covariant derivatives must be simultaneously of alignment type D relative to some common null frame. Such spacetimes are known as type D k spacetimes and are contained within the subclass of degenerate Kundt spacetimes. Although, these spacetimes are I-degenerate, it is possible to distinguish any two type D k spacetimes, as the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives can be characterized by the set of scalar polynomial curvature invariants for any type D k spacetime. In this paper we find all type D k spacetimes by identifying degenerate Kundt metrics that are of type D k and determining the precise conditions on the metric functions.
Introduction
Any Lorentzian manifold, or spacetime, admitting a geodesic, shear-free, twistfree, non-expanding null congruence, ℓ, belongs to the class of Kundt spacetimes [1] . The Kundt spacetimes are important solutions in four-dimensional (4D) general relativity (GR), with many applications for other field theories in 4D and in higher dimensions as well [2, 3, 4] . For example, the near horizon geometry of the event horizon of a stationary asymptotically flat black hole spacetime is described by a Kundt spacetime [5] . More generally, when the event horizon of a dynamical black hole does not interact with the exterior region, this is described by a non-expanding horizon (NEH), and the near horizon geometry of the NEH is again described by a Kundt spacetime [6] . In fact, these near horizon geometries belong to the subclass of degenerate Kundt spacetimes, to be defined below, which have the interesting property that they cannot be locally characterized by the set of their scalar polynomial curvature invariants (SP Is), I, and they are said to be I-degenerate.
To be precise, a spacetime is I-degenerate if there exists a deformation of the metric g τ such that g τ is continuous in τ , g 0 = g and the limiting metric as τ → ∞, g ∞ is not diffeomorphic to g but the set of SP Is, I, for g and g ∞ will be the same. Thus, the metric g cannot be distinguished from g τ using SP Is. A more practical definition of I-degeneracy can be stated in terms of the structure of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives by exploiting the effect of a boost on a null coframe {n, ℓ, m i }, ℓ ′ = λℓ, n ′ = λ −1 n, for which the components of an arbitrary tensor, T, of rank n transform as:
where δ ab denotes the Kronecker delta symbol. The quantity, b a1a2...an , is called the boost weight (b.w.) of the frame component T a1a2...ap . Any tensor can be decomposed in terms of the b.w. of its components and this b.w. decomposition gives rise to the alignment classification by identifying null directions relative to which the components of a given tensor have a particular b.w. configuration. This classification reproduces the Petrov and Segre classifications in 4D, and also leads to a coarse classification in higher dimensions [7, 8, 9, 10] . Denoting the boost order, B T (ℓ), as the maximum b.w. of a tensor, T, for a null direction ℓ. The Weyl tensor and any rank two tensor, T, can be broadly classified into five alignment types: G, I, II, III, and N if there exists an ℓ such that B T (ℓ) = 2, 1, 0, −1, −2, respectively, and we will say ℓ is T-aligned, while if T vanishes, then it belongs to alignment type O. For higher rank tensors, like the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor, the alignment types are still applicable despite the possibility that |B T (ℓ)| may be greater than two. Any I-degenerate spacetime admits a null frame such that all of the positive b.w. terms of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are zero in this common frame, that is they are all of alignment type II [11] .
A degenerate Kundt spacetime admits a geodesic, shear-free, twist-free, nonexpanding null congruence, ℓ for which the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are all, at least, of type II relative to ℓ. In three and four dimensions, it has been proven that all I-degenerate spacetimes are degenerate Kundt spacetimes, while in higher dimensions it is conjectured that the degenerate Kundt spacetimes contain all I-degenerate spacetimes. Regardless of this conjecture, for any I-degenerate spacetime where the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are of proper type II (i.e., not of type D), the metric cannot be characterized by SP Is, as only the b.w. zero components are involved in forming SP Is [12] and the negative b.w. components will never appear in the SP Is. Within the set of degenerate Kundt spacetimes, there is potentially a subclass of metrics that are in fact characterized by their SP Is, although not uniquely. For such a spacetime the curvature tensor and all of the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor must be of alignment type D. These spacetimes are necessarily I-non-degenerate because any metric deformation within this subclass of metrics gives a new metric which has a differing set of SP Is.
In this paper we investigate the class of spacetimes for which the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives are all of type D relative to a preferred frame, which we will refer to as type D k spacetimes. The following result was proven for type D k spacetimes [13] : Theorem 1.1. If the Riemann tensor and all of its covariant derivatives ∇ (k) (Riem) of an N -dimensional spacetime (M, g) are simultaneously of type D (in the same frame), then the spacetime is degenerate Kundt.
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In fact, it can be proven that any such metric admits two null geodesic expansionfree, shear-free, and twist-free vector fields, implying that the metric is doubly degenerate Kundt [13] . These spacetimes constitute an exceptional subcase of the degenerate Kundt spacetimes. While this result restricts the candidates for type D k spacetimes it does not provide an explicit form for the metrics. In 4D the boost isotropic spacetimes have been fully determined [14] . In higher dimensions, five dimensional (5D) examples have been provided as Einstein solutions to supergravity for which all SPIs are constant [4] , and more generally all locally homogeneous type D k spacetimes have been determined in arbitrary dimension [15] . To identify the Kundt metrics which are of type D k , we will integrate the equations given by the vanishing of the positive and negative b.w. terms of the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives using the following theorem from [12] and two lemmas:
If a spacetime is of type D k , then the components of the curvature tensor are determined by their SP Is. Lemma 1.3. If the curvature tensor, R abcd , and its covariant derivatives up to order q ≥ 1, R abcd;f1,...,fq , have only b.w. zero components, then the nonzero components of the Weyl tensor, C abcd , and the Ricci tensor, R ab , and their respective covariant derivatives up to order q will be of b.w. zero.
Lemma 1.4. For a type D
k spacetime, any SP I, I ∈ I, must satisfy:
Kundt geometries
The line element of the most general non-twisting N -dimensional geometry can locally be written in the form [16] :
where p and q range over the N − 2 spatial indices. The non-twisting character of the spacetime implies the existence of a foliation by null hypersurfaces u = constant (i.e., a family of maximal integral submanifolds labelled by the coordinate u). By the Frobenius theorem, this is equivalent to the existence (locally) of a non-twisting null vector field ℓ that is everywhere tangent (and normal) to u = constant. Since this vector field ℓ generates a congruence of null geodesics in the whole spacetime, it is most natural to take their affine parameter v as the second coordinate, so that ℓ = ∂ v . Locally, for any fixed u and v we are left with an (N − 2)-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by the spatial coordinates x p . We will use the indices m, n, p, q (ranging from 3 to N − 2) to label these spatial coordinates on the transverse space.
The non-vanishing contravariant metric components are
where g pq is an inverse matrix to g pq . This implies that [17] :
The covariant derivative of the geometrically privileged null vector field ℓ = ∂ v with respect to the metric (2) 
This can be decomposed as
is the antisymmetric twist matrix, σ ij is the symmetric traceless shear matrix, and the scalar Θ ≡ 1 N −2 δ ij ρ ij determines the expansion of the privileged vector field ℓ. Requiring that the metric is also expansion-free and twist-free, we recover the Kundt class of spacetimes, in which the transverse metric,
is independent of the affine parameter v [17] .
Connection Coefficients and Curvature Components
Expressing the metric relative to a null frame as:
the simplest null frame for the general metric (2) is given by
where we will write W i = m p i w p to express the corresponding coframe as:
with the following non-vanishing inner products:
For the degenerate Kundt spacetimes, the null vector field, ℓ, will already be aligned with the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives, since they must be of type II to all orders. It is possible that the null vector field, n, is not yet aligned with the curvature tensors. We suppose there is a null rotation about ℓ such that the Riemann tensor is of alignment type D:
Here, the vector fields without tildes are the original frame and B i denotes the i-th null rotation parameter.
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We will compute the connection coefficients and curvature components in the new frame:
with corresponding dual vector fields:
From theorem 7.2 in [13] , the type D k condition requires that certain connection coefficients of b.w. ±2 and ±1 relative to this coframe must vanish. In particular, the connection coefficients: Γ 22i , Γ 2ij , and Γ i2j must vanish. We will assume that the frame fields are uniquely defined at all points of spacetime. When multiple pairs of null vector fields exists (ℓ, n) satisfying the type D k property it is possible that other frames exists where the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives will be of type D without all connection coefficients vanishing; this issue is discussed further in section 4.
Cartan's first structure equation with respect to θ 1 = −n gives the following components:
Similarly for θ i = m i we find:
Since Cartan's first structure equation for θ 2 = −ℓ vanishes, the quantities: Γ 
From Cartan's second structure equation we find the following set of nonzero Riemnann tensor components:
Along with a set of Riemann tensor components that must vanish:
Taking the full contraction of the Riemann tensor gives the Ricci scalar:
where S R denotes the Ricci scalar associated to the transverse space metric g pq . The vanishing of R 121i = R 1i12 = 0, which are invariant under a null rotation about ℓ, implies that W i must be linear in v,
Applying the Lie derivative with respect to ℓ to the Ricci scalar, we find that H ,vvv = 0 and so H is of the form: Proof. At zeroth order, the non-zero components of the Riemmann tensor in equation (18) will not contain the function B i (u, x p ). For higher order covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor, we note that the connection coefficients in equations (13)- (17) arising in the covariant derivatives of a type D tensor (i.e., Γ 21i , Γ i21 , Γ 1i2 and Γ ijk ) do not contain B i (u, x p ) or its derivatives. To consider the effect of the frame derivatives involved in the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor, we examine the components of R abcd and the connection coefficients (with the exception of Γ 122 which will not appear in any component R abcd;e ). As these are independent of v, the modified functions H andW i will not appear in any frame derivatives, and B i can only appear as coordinate derivatives of x p in e 2 . However, frame derivatives with respect to e 2 will only occur in the components of the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor with non-zero b.w., which must vanish due to the type D k condition. Thus, the function B i (u, x p ) does not appear in any Cartan invariant at any order. This implies that the type D k metric is equivalent to a type D k metric where the null rotation from the Kundt frame to the aligned null vector fieldñ does not require B i .
Since the curvature components in the original frame are polynomials in v, if a non-trivial null rotation is required to alignñ, the choice of null rotation parameters must depend on v. We will determine the form of the null rotation parameters, B i using the following two lemmas. Proof. Since the metric function H is quadratic in v and the one-form components W i are linear in v, the proof follows by induction using the form of the connection coefficients relative to the Kundt frame. Denoting the Riemann tensor as R, for m = 0 this is trivially true, while for m = 1 the components of ∇R can be decomposed as combinations of:
where (T ) q denotes the components of a tensor T of b.w. q. The only components of the connection coefficients with b.w. −2 are Γ 1 2i which do not appear in combination with any component in the set (R) −2 , and so the b.w. −4 components do not appear. Writing the degree of a polynomial function of v as deg v ( ), we can confirm the inductive assumption by noting that deg v (Γ) 0 = 0, deg v (Γ) −1 = 1 and deg v (Γ) −2 = 2, with the action of the frame derivatives e 1 and e 2 on components, respectively, decrease and increase the degree of v by one.
Assuming this holds for m, we will now prove for m + 1.
Again, the formula for the covariant derivative of a type II tensor T ensures there are no (Γ) −2 components that combine with the (T ) −m components, and so the most negative b.w. possible is −(m + 1) and
To continue we will introduce the concept of a curvature matrix and a curvature vector which are, respectively, a rank two tensor and a rank one tensor constructed from contractions of tensor products of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives. For both objects we will consider representations in terms of differential forms relative to the frame. In the case of curvature vectors, the proof is similar except that we instead consider tensor products involving the curvature tensor and its derivatives with an odd number of indices, and lemma 4.2 is still applicable for the b.w. -1 components.
With these two lemmas we can determine the form of each null rotation parameter B i .
Proposition 3.4. If a spacetime is of type D k , then the non-zero null rotation parameters needed to alignñ are of the form:
Proof. If a spacetime is of type D k , then there is a null rotation such that all curvature matrices are of type D. Using (8), the b.w. −1 and −2 components of an arbitrary curvature matrix, R ab , are then:
From lemma 3.3, differentiating the components ofR 2i twice with respect to e 1 = ∂ v will cause R 2i to vanish and give the following condition:
,vv is an eigenvector for all curvature matrices then for each curvature matrix, the components are functionally dependent on u and x p . When all the curvature matrices are already of type D form relative to the original frame, we can instead consider an arbitrary curvature vector, T a , and determine a frame for which all curvature vectors are of type D giving the condition:
,vv is orthogonal to all curvature vectors and it is dependent on u and x i alone. If the whole set of curvature matrices and vectors are of type D, then we can treat the Weyl tensor as an operator and use the eigen-bivectors as invariant quantities. In such a case, either the frame is aligned with the Weyl tensor and it follows that the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are already of type D form, or we can differentiate the null-rotated bivectors relative to the original frame to give B 
where φ i is an eigenvector for all curvature matrices. Integrating twice we find
In analogy with the proof of proposition 3.1, since the components B (0) i never appear in any Cartan invariant, this implies that there is a coordinate transformation to a new Kundt frame where the required null rotation parameters have B Proof. Any component of the m-th covariant derivative of the curvature tensor, ∇ 1 . . . ∇ m R, relative to the aligned frame is of b.w. 0, and so the covariant derivative with respect toñ must vanish in order to satisfy the type D k condition. Furthermore, the vanishing of the connection coefficients Γ 22i , Γ 2ij and Γ i2j implies that the covariant derivative with respect toñ is in fact the frame derivative:
Differentiating each component with respect to D = ∂ v we find that the vector fields,
,vv m i , will both annihilate ∇ 1 . . . ∇ m R. Due to the form of B i ,
we have the following expression in terms of X and Y:
Note that if G ,vv = 0 then Y = 0 and B i m i = vX. Thus by linearity B i m i will annihilate all b.w. zero components, i.e., R ijkl and R ijkl;i1 ···in , are all independent of u and v, the corresponding SP Is of the Riemannian metric, g pq , are independent of u and v as well. Since a Riemannian metric is characterized uniquely by its SP Is and different values of u in g pq (u, x p ) give the same set of SP Is, this implies that the metric is independent of u. 
where φ i is an eigenvector of all curvature matrices, a vector orthogonal to all curvature vectors and orthogonal to the frame basis elements, m i . As the components of each m i are independent of u and the b.w. 0 components are characterized by SP Is, which are independent of u and v, φ must be independent of u as well. By integrating this expression, coordinates can be chosen so that B i is of the form:
As all b.w. 0 components vanish under frame differentiation with respect to e 2 , and since φ i may be determined in terms of the b.w. 0 components of some invariant quantity dependent only on the x i coordinates, we may make a rotation in the spatial plane to set m 3 ∝ φ while preserving Γ i2j = 0. Doing so, the null rotation parameters take the form:
3 v, and
where proposition 3.1 has been used to choose a coordinate system such that all non-zero B i are at least linear in v. To continue we will examine the vanishing of the structure constants:
relative to a particular coordinate system; this choice of coordinates is motivated by proposition 3.5 and the fact that if
,vv m 3 annihilates the b.w. 0 components of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives. In particular, the components of the curvature tensor of the transverse spaceR ijkl and its covariant derivatives are annihilated by this vector field, and so all SP Is constructed for the transverse space will also be annihilated. Choosing rectifying coordinates for the transverse space so that m 3 ∝ φ = ∂ x 3 , since all SP Is are independent of x 3 , the transverse metric, g pq , must be independent of x 3 as well. Relative to this coordinate system, the vielbein matrix m p i is independent of x 3 while the orthogonality condition on the coframe implies that m 
Noting that the b.w. −p terms are polynomials of degree p, we may differentiate appropriately with respect to v, to derive conditions on the components of the curvature tensor relative to the original Kundt frame. At the algebraic level this gives
In addition we find that the curvature tensor is of type D already, i.e.,
Due to the v-polynomial form of the components, this process can be repeated for higher order covariant derivatives of the curvature tensors. The result of this process is a set of conditions on the b.w. 0 components with the negative b.w. terms all vanishing in the original Kundt frame. This implies that such a solution is already of type D k and any null rotation with B 3 = 0, B i ′ = 0 yields another null direction for which the curvature tensor and all of its covariant derivatives are of type D. This is a contradiction and so B i must be linear in v.
For the moment, we will focus on the type D k spacetimes where the null vector fields ℓ andñ are unique. Since the spatial vector field X = B i ,v m i annihilates all b.w. zero components and hence all SP Is of the transverse space [11] , there is a Killing vector field ζ in the span of X, and so
Choose rectifying coordinates so that ζ = ∂ x 3 , the transverse metric, g pq , is now independent of x 3 . We may then rotate the frame so that
Since the parameters of the spatial rotation vanish under frame differentiation of e 2 , the condition that the connection coefficients Γ i2j vanish will be preserved. Relative to this frame, the null rotation will only have one non-zero component, B 3 after applying a coordinate transformation to set B (0) i (u, x p ) equal to zero:
For the remainder of the paper we will work relative to this choice of coframe when a null rotation is needed to align ℓ and n.
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Commutator Conditions of Type D k Spacetimes
There are two possible subclasses of type D k spacetimes, depending on whether the pair of aligned null directions ℓ and n are unique or if there are non-trivial null rotations preserving the type D k form. We will denote each of these broader cases as I and II.
If multiple aligned null directions exist, then for each pair of aligned null directions there is a boost isotropy, and so locally there exists at least two distinct boosts isometries for which the corresponding infinitesimal generators X 1 and X 2 have a non-zero commutator:
where the vector field Z will be another Killing vector field. Lemma 1.4 requires that the type D k spacetimes must admit at least three Killing vector fields with 2-dimensional (2D) timelike orbits [12] , the existence of additional boost isotropies implies that the isotropy group must be a semi-simple Lie group acting faithfully and non-properly on the spacetime and theorem 1.8 in [18] is applicable: Theorem 4.1. Let G be a semi-simple group with finite center and no local SL 2 (R)-factor, acting isometrically, faithfully, and nonproperly on a Lorentz manifoldM , then:
1. G has a local factor G 1 isomorphic to O(1, n) or O(2, n) with n ≥ 3;
2. There exists a Lorentz manifold S isometric, up to a finite cover, to dS n or AdS n+1 , depending whether G 1 is isomorphic to O(1, n) or O(2, n), and an open subset ofM in which each G 1 -orbit is homothetic to S;
3. Any such orbit as above has a G 1 -invariant neighbourhood isometric to a warped product L × w S, for L a Riemannian manifold.
In this case, the type D k spacetime must be the warped product of a Riemannian metric, h, with either de Sitter space (dSñ) or Anti-de Sitter space (AdSñ) with a metric of the form:
, n] and g ab denotes the de Sitter or Anti-de Sitter metric [15] :
The metric in (26) is not quite in Kundt coordinates, but we can make a coordinate transformationṽ = e Φ v to put this metric into the form (2):
where the isotropy group of g ′ determines the functions H and w p , and the metric with indices p, q ∈ [3,ñ]:
• Case I.1:
• Case I.2:
As these solutions admit boost isotropy, they are necessarily type D k spacetimes. We note that for these warped product metrics, relative to the Kundt coframe (7) the connection coefficients:
In the case that [X 1 , X 2 ] = 0, the Killing vector fields for any two boost isotropies are proportional, and the desired type D null frame is uniquely determined at each point. Imposing the type D k condition on the connection coefficients, Γ 22i , Γ 2ij , and Γ i2j , we note that the vanishing of the corresponding anti-symmetric terms in (11) and (12) give simpler constraints on the metric functions.
Lemma 4.2. If a metric is of type D
k then, relative to the frame (9) the metric functions H and W i must satisfy:W 
to setw
,p = 0, giving the form:
This coordinate transformation will preserve the form of B i = B
(1)
do not appear in the set of Cartan invariants and there must be a coordinate system where they are all zero.
Using the form ofw p , the vanishing of (34) leads to three differential equations for theH
The v-coefficientH (1) will not appear in any of the Cartan invariants once the frame has been aligned implying that a coordinate transformation exists such thatH (1) can be set to zero while preserving B (0) i = 0 andW (0) i = 0. Doing so, the second equation in (38) forces f to be separable, i.e.,
Noting that m (
which has the following solution:
Type D Conditions on the Riemann tensor and its derivatives
Many of the components of the curvature tensor with non-zero b.w. values will vanish automatically. There is only one set of components that will give additional conditions:
Setting these components to zero and expanding in terms of v yields two pairs of equations:
• Case II.1: If B (1) 3 is zero, these equations are automatically satisfied and so the metric functions are of the form:
where f is separable with respect to u and x p .
• Case II.2: If B (1) 3 does not vanish, then the first equation in (43) gives a condition on the u-dependence of B
(1) 3 which may be expanded to give a differential equation:
Solving for b 3 we have the following expression for B (1) 3 :
The functionsH andW p can be expressed in terms of f = f 0 (u) + f 1 (xp):
The remaining equations in (43) imposes two differential equations on f 1
The second condition requires that the function, f 1 , is separable, i.e.,
The other differential equation for f 1 will be examined in the next section.
Higher Derivatives
Now that the Riemann tensor is in type D form, to ensure that the covariant derivative of the Riemann tensor is of type D as well we will consider the frame derivatives with respect to e 1 and e 2 . Due to the v-independence of the Riemann tensor components and the form of the non-zero connection coefficients we only need to consider the frame derivative of e 2 . To see why this is the case consider a tensor with A, B, C denoting groupings of indices whose cumulative b.w. is zero, then the covariant derivative will be of the form:
where the last term is a symbolic expression denoting the remaining terms involved in the covariant derivative. Since Γ If the frame derivatives of the components of the curvature tensor with respect to e 2 vanish, then the higher order covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor will be of type D. We will consider the non-zero b.w. 0 components:
• Case II.1: In the case where ℓ and n are already aligned, we only need to consider e 2 (R 1212 ) to determine the form of H:
solving the differential equations for h 2 , H (2) will be of the form
where C is a constant of integration.
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The vanishing of e 2 (R 123i ) leads to two branches of the following equation:
Assuming that the separable function
is non-constant: either f 2 = 0 or f 3 is of the form:
where C ′ is a constant of integration.
-Case II.2a: If f 1,3 = 0 then e 2 (R 12ij ) = e 2 (R 1i2j ) = 0 and e 2 (R 1212 ) = 0 gives the same condition onH (2) as in Case II.1,
-Case II.2b: If f 1,p ′ = 0 then the differential equation (48) gives the solution:
Substituting this into e 2 (R 1212 ) = 0 gives two equations as coefficients of v. The first will remove u dependence fromH,
where C is a constant. while the second condition fixes the parameter, b:
Without loss of generality, the constant C ′ can be set to zero as it does not appear in any metric function. In this case, the metric functions have the following form:
with the function, f ,
and the function m we can use the coordinate transformationṽ = −e Φ v to rewrite the metric as a warped product of a Riemannian metric, g p ′ q ′ with a three-dimensional (3D) spacetime with metric:
A simple calculation shows that the 3D spacetime is in fact dS 3 . Thus, this type D k metric belongs to Case I.1.
As Γ 122 will not appear in any covariant derivative and the frame derivatives of e 1 and e 2 annihilate all components of the curvature tensor and the connection coefficients, we conclude that any higher covariant derivative of the Riemann tensor will be of type D. In analogy with theorem 7.1 in [13] , where a Kundt spacetime will be degenerate Kundt if the curvature tensor and its first covariant derivative are of alignment type II, we have shown the following result: 
Conclusions
We have determined all spacetimes admitting a (local) boost isotropy. This condition implies that the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives must be invariant under a boost in at least one plane spanned by two null directions ℓ and n. Adapting a frame basis to this pair of null vector fields, the isotropy condition forces the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives to be of type D relative to this basis. Using the result that all type D k spacetimes must belong to the degenerate Kundt class, we have shown that these metrics take a specific form depending on their isotropy group, and this can be summarized in the following proposition: Proposition 6.1. If the isotropy group of a spacetime contains a subgroup isomorphic to O(1,ñ), or O(2,ñ) withñ ≥ 3 acting isometrically, faithfully and nonproperly on the spacetime, then the metric is isometric (up to a finite cover) to a warped product of a Riemannian manifold h with dSñ or AdSñ +1 , respectively.
• Case I.1: For dSñ,ñ ≥ 3, the metric functions for the metric (27) are:
• Case I.2: For AdSñ +1 ,ñ ≥ 3, the metric (28) has metric functions:
If the isotropy group contains a subgroup isomorphic to O(1, 1) acting nonproperly on the spacetime then the type D k spacetimes consist of two different metric classes:
• Case II.1: The metric is isomorphic to a warped product of a Riemannian manifold h with dS 1 or AdS 2 respectively, i.e., the metric functions are of the form:
where the function f = f (x p ) and the transverse metric is arbitrary.
• Case II.2a: The Kundt metric has the following metric functions:
where the function f = f (xp),p > 3, and the components of the transverse metric g pq (xr) are independent of x 3 but otherwise arbitrary.
Case II.2b, introduced in section 5.1 is in fact a warped product of a Riemannian manifold with dS 3 and hence belongs to case I.1. We note that the type D k spacetimes are contained in the class of degenerate Kundt spacetimes, and hence are I-degenerate in this larger class. However, when restricted to the subclass of type D k spacetimes, these spacetimes are Inon-degenerate since these spacetimes are in fact locally characterized by their SP Is [13] . Any restricted deformation of a given type D k metric which preserves the D k condition produces a new type D k metric with a different set of SP Is. In future work we will determine the existence of type D k Einstein metrics in arbitrary dimension. Due to the difficulty in determining type D Einstein spacetimes in higher dimensions [19, 20] , the type D k metrics present a restricted subclass of spacetimes which may provide interesting Einstein metrics. However, there are some examples of locally homogeneous Einstein type D k solutions relative to the Kundt coordinates [4] , which are reviewed in Appendix A. The conditions for a general type D k metric to be Einstein are not readily solved in the current coordinate system. By choosing a new coordinate system adapted to the two geodesic shear-free, twist-free and expansion-free null directions, we hope to determine the set of Einstein type D k spacetimes. In Appendix B, we have summarized all 4D type D k spacetimes, and since these metrics have a potential physical interpretation, we display the Ricci tensor for each subcase as well. This is meant to illustrate the difficulties related to this coordinate system, for example, when determining the existence of Einstein metrics. 
• The 3-sphere S 3 :
Taking the Berger metric as the transverse space metric,
with the non-zero metric function H and one-form w = w p dx p : 
In this coordinate system, (u, v, t, x), u and v are null coordinates while t and x are spatial coordinates. The type D k metrics in Case I.1 and I.2 arising from warped products of dS n , 2 ≤ n ≤ 4 or AdS n ′ +1 , 1 ≤ n ′ ≤ 3 with a 2D Riemannian metric will belong to subcases of the metrics in (72) and (73).
To continue we will, consider the 4D type D k metrics, and for each case we will compute their Ricci tensor components using the formulas:
i , In order for a metric to be Einstein, the Ricci tensor must be of the form R ab = λg ab where λ is a constant, and so where w p = f ,x p + δ 3p be f andR is proportional to the Gaussian curvature of the 2D transverse space. In this case, the differential equations arising from imposing the Einstein condition (75) are not readily solved in this coordinate system.
